
BUSINESS PLAN FOR GOLF COURSE

Willow Park Golf Course golf course business plan executive summary. Willow Park Golf Course will lease and operate
a golf course and driving range, in a.

Market Analysis Summary The Greek Golf Training Centers will be the only golf complex of its kind in all
Athens and surroundings more than four million people. Review past performance. Use it to show how much
supplemental income you will need until you reach the point of profitability. Evaluate the competition.
Moreover, the unique training facility in Athens is in very bad condition since there are not ball feeders, it is
weather dependant, and most of all closes at  Obtain National Golf Foundation data on current trends in the
golf industry. In terms of fees and total cost it should be noted that a member needs around balls for practice.
For each owner or key employee, you should provide a brief biography in this section. This market segment
include employees such as doctors, lawyers, managers in private companies and public organizations,
economists, etc. In addition, the construction plans for the new golf course in Markopoulo have already been
approved. Free testing of golf equipment. Moreover, the training place is exposed to weather conditions.
Below is a breakdown of how these funds will be used: 2. Another point is that there is not lighting
arrangement for night training. These are the areas we intend generating our start â€” up capital; Generate part
of the start â€” up capital from personal savings and sale of his stocks Generate part of the start â€” up capital
from friends and other extended family members Generate a larger chunk of the startup capital from the bank
loan facility. Besides providing an excellent value to our customers, the Greek Golf Training Centers is
determined to create an unmatched sporting atmosphere that will add to the enjoyment of every member and
employee of the facility. Nevertheless, due to their age average they are expected to have more leisure time
which does not prevent them to use the existing facilities of Glyfada Golf Course. Below are the expected
financials over the next three years. Determine what your competitors are doing well and where you have a
definite competitive advantage. If you intend to go big by renting a place, then you would need a good amount
of capital as you would need to ensure that your employees are well taken care of, and that your facility is
conducive enough for workers to be creative and productive. The third section of the business plan will further
describe the services offered by the Golf Course. Through internal competitions awards shall be earned and
teams formed to enjoy golf in Athens golf course. Take your revenue goals and convert them into a forecast
for each business segment. The Company was founded by John Doe. These terms will be further discussed
during negotiation. If your goal is to increase weekday play, a strategy could be to set up twilight golf leagues
to get business people out on the course after work. However, there are members that enjoy golf games and
they have long term memberships. The shop will sell first class equipment and training aids. These strategies
include traditional print advertisements and ads placed on search engines on the Internet. The more you learn,
the better your business will be. Our main objective with our early marketing strategy will be to get people
into our facility and convince people that we can bring golf to Greece. Employees This is a smaller, but
important market segment for our facility. Find out how many people of playing age live in the area you
intend to draw players from and their income levels. However, in last year many dramatic changes have taken
place. The Golf industry is a booming business that will dramatically be expanded in Greece within the next
years. If you want to attract golfers from a nearby retirement community, for example, advertise in their
monthly magazine. Include specific data about the location and characteristics of the course, vendors you will
use, and maintenance and office personnel you intend to hire. Golf Training Facilities The Greek Golf
Training Centers will house a large training area 50 m x m at which, members could have continuous practice
without interruptions. Contact them and ask questions about average industry costs. Readily available business
plan software ordinarily provides you lists of topics to cover and hints about what to include in each. This is
simply because the statistics that will be provided will be on a short term basis. The tools and equipment that
will be used are nearly the same cost everywhere, and any difference in prices would be minimal and can be
overlooked.


